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Welcome to
 SilverNeedle® Collection Hotels 

Experience the exciting world of independent boutique hotels set amidst ancient cultures, dynamic urban cityscapes and breathtaking natural beauty.

Explore the world of personalised services that suit your travel needs, be it business or pleasure. Discover the authentic world of SilverNeedle® Collection.

Located in special and desirable destinations, the SilverNeedle® Collection consists of unique resorts and boutique hotels in the Asia-Pacific region featuring the very best in hotel accommodation, authentic cuisine, contemporary facilities and excellent service to ensure you have a truly memorable stay.

Visit Kiridara Luang Prabang, Riva Surya Bangkok and Riva Arun.










Sign up for our Newsletter
























 











Exciting Hotel Offers




 


Discover authentic travel experiences from SilverNeedle® Collection hotels in Laos and Thailand. 






















Signature Culinary Experiences




Embark on a timeless journey of tea drinking with SilverNeedle® Collection Afternoon Tea Experience. 



























Briefly about football news

On ilcalcio.net, soccer aficionados have a treasure trove of information at their fingertips, focusing not just on Italy's Serie A, but also extending to the global spectacle of the FIFA World Cup. This online hub serves as an all-encompassing guide, offering a multitude of features ranging from live updates and intricate match breakdowns to an exhaustive database chronicling every World Cup tournament to date. Whether you're a die-hard fan wanting to relive iconic moments like the 'Hand of God' or a new enthusiast seeking to understand the historical significance of past championships, ilcalcio.net offers an unparalleled gateway to explore the world of international soccer in all its glory.
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